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In order to maintain competitiveness, nations, societies, and organisations must be
able to change and innovate. One of the important and successful ways to change and
innovate is to listen to the voice and thoughts of the people by giving them a chance
to put forth their ideas to bring a positive change in the society. Ideas are pivotal to
the overall growth and excellence of any organisation around the world.
The most popular method in history of generating ideas is the suggestion box. The
British Navy in 1770 for the first time used the employee- suggestion box. In 1880,
William Denny and Brothers, a shipbuilder in Scotland, invited and rewarded ideas
for improvements and innovations. In the 1990’s with the popularisation of internet
suggestion boxes were replaced by emails to collect ideas. However, ideas are not
enough, good ideas need to be developed and implemented into the system.

What is Idea Management?
Idea Management is an organized procedure through which ideas are collected; best
of them can be selected through evaluation, valuable insights from the ideas are
identified, and finally the ideas are implemented in organisation. An Idea
Management System is a tool for idea management. To make innovation happen and
to explore, and utilise the full potential of the employees as well as the stakeholders,
organisations world-wide are moving towards ICT enabled idea management
system.

Idea Management and Open Innovation
It enables the flow of new ideas from stake holders outside the organisation like other
universities, industry, research and development labs, other partners or start-ups
which are involved in the process of developing ideas new products, processes, etc.
Globally, organisations are embracing the open innovation process right from
opening the process of idea collection to idea selection.

From Idea collection to IDEA BANK


Idea Collection: Ideas are collected, in this phase through various online and
offline mechanisms.



Screening of Ideas: Ideas are evaluated by a team of experts.
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Feedback on Ideas: Discussing selected ideas, getting feedback from management.



Recognising Ideas: Recognise the efforts of the ideator and if possible rewarding the idea.



Implementing Ideas: Development of the idea and making it part of the organisation



Repository of ideas: Selected and good ideas may be kept in an Idea Bank for use and learning.

Figure 1: Steps from idea collection to idea bank

Idea Management for ODL institutions
New ideas are a vital part of development and advancement of ODL institutions. Many educational
institutions including ODL institutions struggle to manage ideas that come from employees, students
and other stakeholders. With the multidimensional facets of the ODL system, it is hard to address
ideas as they get lost in emails or elsewhere.
In the age of open innovation and digital era collection and dissemination of ideas can be swiftly
done through a web enabled bank of ideas.

Model of Idea Management for ODL Institutions
Centralised Model: In this model new ideas are submitted by functionaries, students and other
stakeholders against a product, process, and service challenge faced by the institution. A committee
of experts is constituted and notified of the ideas submitted. After initial evaluation of the idea,
expert committee and the ideators work collectively to shape the idea into a project proposal
(ongoing/ new).
Decentralised Model: In this model the idea submission process is the same, however responsibility
of decision making is transferred at the regional level. In this case the team at the regional level is
provided all the necessary resources, including training. A committee which includes domain experts
is constituted. The rest of the idea management is the same. The main advantage of this model is a
sense of ownership at the regional level, as the expert committee is aware about local conditions
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enables them to make effective decisions.
Hybrid Model: This model is a blend of the centralised and decentralised model. In large
organisations a combination of both the models facilitate the varied ideation requirements. In this
model a steering committee is constituted to track the entire idea management at all the level. It also
facilitates the decision makers and monitors the various ideation teams and projects. This is also
useful in case of large projects which requires to manage ideation independently.

IDEA BANK@IGNOU
The launch of Innovation Cell and Atal Ranking of Institutions on Innovation Achievements (ARIIA)
by the Ministry of Human Resource and Development, Government of India, has generated a need to
develop an IDEA BANK@IGNOU where ideas from various stake holders and functionaries of ODL
system will be gathered, and disseminated. It is also envisaged that a large group of people will
collaborate on various projects for the development of an idea into a product or prototype.
1. Idea Collection: Ideas will be collected through a web based mobile enabled portal from the
stake holders, various ideas already available with NCIDE, ideas generated during monthly
innovation club meetings organised by NCIDE and various RCs of IGNOU, various activities of
Institute’s Innovation Club established at IGNOU, from entries received by NCIDE for the award
for innovation in ODL.
2. Screening of Ideas: First round of screening of the ideas to be done by experts.
3. Feedback on Ideas: Discussing selected ideas through web based IDEA BANK@IGNOU, and
getting feedback from management.
4. Recognising Ideas: Recognise the efforts of the ideator and if possible rewarding the idea.
5. Implementing Ideas: Incubating the selected ideas for prototype development and after
successful pilot testing making it part of the current or future innovation strategy of the
organisation.
6. Repository of ideas: Selected and good ideas may be kept in an Idea Bank for use and learning.

Utility of IDEA BANK@IGNOU
This will also facilitate the University in



Identifying best ideas which could be converted into innovative solutions for the university



To facilitate ideators academically in converting their ideas into innovations which will be
beneficial to the society



To facilitate budding entrepreneurs from ideation to innovation through internal/external
incubation.

In the future, the web based IDEA BANK@IGNOU can be made as a full-fledged idea management
system, which can be linked to innovation management system for IGNOU in particular and the
entire ODL system in general.
Dr. Jyotsna Dikshit
Deputy Director, NCIDE
Email: jdikshit@ignou.ac.in
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“Chantons en français”
An Innovative Way of Learning French through Songs
From a long time music has entered into the field of didactics but has not been actively used in
terms of French as a foreign language teaching/learning. The musical intelligence propounded by
Howard Gardner to exhibit the inclination of each individual towards music and thereby
captivating that competence in teaching has been the innovative idea behind this book. This
musically designed book aims to teach French in a melodious way. At times students find French
cumbersome due to grammar and pronunciation, they could utilize this book not only at distance
mode with the help of CD but regular class teachers could also use specific songs according to
learners’ needs. Through songs, the language is retained in the mind and songs help in memorizing
and pronouncing French in a better way. This book provides every learner a fun filled experience of
learning French. The book contains 21 French songs specially designed for beginners to master their
all language competencies.

An interaction with other faculty members and a session for the students with the book
“Chantons en français”
The experience of getting nominated for the second prize for Students’ Innovation Award 2018 was
a wonderful one. The mail for the award came as a surprise to me and then the whole process till
the award ceremony was a fruitful one. The complete support and informative exchange with
NCIDE was beneficial for understanding the unfolding of the ceremony. I am glad to have known
such a department entirely dedicated to the cause of Innovation. I didn’t expect any such award but
yes my work is truly innovative in its nature. The main features of my innovation are that :



Rote learning is avoided. Students find it innovative and unique to learn through a fulfilled
manner thereby removing the monotonous pattern of language learning.



It provides an Alternative Learning Path. There are certain students who would want to learn
things differently as they couldn’t follow the ordinary/normal approach of teaching, hence this
musical approach comes a creative way for them to explore their potential of learning.



Autonomy of the learners is greatly enhanced due to audio. At times students are all alone and thus
want to reinforce their language learning in such cases this learning kit comes to a great help.
Students can put the CD and could learn and repeat sentences and words all by
themselves thereby enhancing their autonomy as learners.
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Method is applicable in both face-to-face and distance mode. The students living in the far corners of
the globe without any access to the direct face to face teaching with the teacher could make the
most of this book as they would find a huge support of the book and CD to take them along on
the learning path profoundly.



It is based on a scientific framework under the theories of musical intelligence, earworm
phenomenon, song stuck in my mind, differential pedagogy, and autonomy of the learners.

My personal experience of finding songs perfect for playful and implicit teaching/learning of French
was one of the motivating factors for creating something related to French songs as a pedagogical
tool. At the same time being a research scholar at School of Foreign Languages, IGNOU, the
department of SOFL and IGNOU has been a great source of inspiration for this project for me.
The idea of creating a song book “Chantons en français” to learn French, triggered from the
time of formulation of the research title at School of Foreign Languages, IGNOU. The period of
research for the thesis helped me to understand the cognitive, cultural and linguistic needs of the
French learners in India and elsewhere. At the same time I could understand the challenges faced by
the learners and the teachers in terms of using songs in learning and teaching environment of French.
The support of the faculty members at SOFL specially my research guide Dr. Deepanwita Srivastava
along with the members of the doctoral committee guided me always to understand the techniques
of teaching through songs efficiently. The library at IGNOU was of immense use for the creation of
this book as many books were consulted on the approaches of teaching and learning differently.
Certain challenges that were faced during the creation of the book were related to the time constraint.
The proper arrangement of musicians and the recording studio for assembling all the things together
was difficult initially. The coordination with the Illustration artist in Delhi on phone to create certain
images was difficult to explain and thus had to be redone.
As far as the future prospects are concerned, I would like to add that later on in the series a teacher’s
guide, a workbook and a video CD could be incorporated along with this book. The expansion of the
innovation would be based with the massive dissemination of the methodology in cities across India
and overseas. For this workshops and trainings on the use of songs in teaching/learning of French
would be conducted for making the innovation reach to other French teachers and learners. With the
help of Publishing House in India “Goyal Publications” it has been possible to produce the copies of
the book and to make them available to larger end users.
Also, I would be happy to have IGNOU taking up my project as a start-up for me and then helping
me to enhance it at higher levels. IGNOU with its vision of Distance Education would be the right
platform to promote the French Study Kit to the remote areas where there are learners who are
interested to learn French language. The wide network of IGNOU’s Regional Centers, it would be
feasible to expand the span of the distribution of the Study Kit to the students across all the regions.
At the end, I would like to say a few words for others who are interested to do some kind of
innovation in their like. In fact, my idea to inspire others towards innovation is to motivate them to
work on simple things as they are concerned to the larger public. I would suggest they create an
innovation which could be affordable for the public. They can also improve and update one’s
innovation with the passage of time. And lastly, it is important to help others to grow in the process
of innovation.

Jaivardhan Singh Rathore
IGNOU Student (PHDFL)
Student Innovation Awardee 2018
Email: jaivardhan134@gmail.com
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IGNOU Students to Participate in the
Anveshan - Student Research Convention 2018
In order to inculcate research culture among the students in Higher Education Institutions, the
Association of Indian Universities (AIU) has been organizing Student Research Convention named
as Anveshan every year. This innovative initiative of the AIUs is aimed at promoting the culture of
research among the aspiring researchers throughout the country and to identify and nurture the
young talent with research aptitude and interest to take up research as a career option. The student
Research Convention is also an attempt to help the researchers to commercialize their research
projects with industrial collaboration. It is expected that this initiative may accelerate scientific
research and innovation and their application towards community development percolating to the
ground level. The scheme of Student Research Convention is being appreciated across the country
for providing an innovative platform for students, and hence generating a great zeal of enthusiasm
among young and emerging breed of researchers in the country. This year projects have been
invited from the students of different Universities in the areas/fields of Agriculture, Basic Sciences,
Humanities, Commerce and Law.
The Student Research Convention is to be held at three levels. At the first level, all the Universities
in the country have to invite proposals from students at the University level out of which the best
five projects will be selected and submitted for the second level convention to be held at zonal
levels in five Zones. From each zone 15 best projects will be invited to participate in the National
Level Convention out of which 15 projects will be finally selected.
In order to participate in the Anveshan – Student Research Convention, IGNOU also invited
projects from its students. A Committee constituted by the Vice Chancellor scrutinized the projects
and recommended five best projects to participate in the Zonal Level Convention to be held at
NIFTEM, Sonipat on January 16, 2019. The Research Proposals were evaluated on the basis of seven
parameters including Scientific Thoughts and Principles, Creativity, Thoroughness, Skill,
Relevance, Cost Effectiveness and Team Work. Following are the students and their proposals
recommended to participate in the zonal level Student Research Convention :
1. Zubair Yousuf (PGDUPDL) for his Project on Obtaining the Optimal Percentage of Super
Plasticizer for HPC (M60) Grade of Concrete using Normal Ingredients.
2. Mayur Chandegara (PGDFSQM) for his Project on Development of Chocolate Energy Bar.
3. Deepak Sharma (BCA-MCA) for his Project named as IGNOU Space App (Automated Android
App for IGNOU Students).
4. S. Mangala Aiswarya (PGCCL) for her Project named as Research and Remedy on Cyber
Crimes.
5. Bhanu Pratap Srivastav (PGDIS) for his Project named as Guitaryogi.org (Artificial Intelligence
Based Music Learning Portal) & Bankerpedia.com (Artificial Intelligence Based Financial Education Portal).
In IGNOU this scheme is being coordinated by the NCIDE in collaboration with the Research Unit.
Dr. Oum Prakash Sharma
Director, NCIDE
Email: opsharma@ignou.ac.in
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Idea Competition
for IGNOU Students

It is rightly said that ‘everything begins with an Idea’. In fact, an idea is considered to be the seed of
tree of an innovation or invention. All of us including our students have variety of ideas for solving
the day-to-day problems. But normally we do not recognize many of the very important ideas. We
know there are different ways of generating ideas which includes brainstorming with the like
minded people, being sensitive towards day-to-day problems and needs of the society, thinking
out of the box, reading more books, reverse thinking and day dreaming, etc. Knowingly or unknowingly many of us follow one or more such techniques to generate new ideas. Who knows,
which idea can lead to a great invention or innovation. It is also a fact that an innovation can pave
the way for growth and progress of an individual, society, nation and the world. That is why there
is a need to value each idea and keep record of all such innovative ideas and share them with others. Therefore, it becomes necessary to exploit the power of idea and to promote the culture of innovation among the people. In the first instance, an idea may look absurd and useless. But we
should remember that many a times, absurd ideas may lead to great and very important
innovations. According to Albert Einstein, “If at first the idea is not absurd, then there is no hope for it”.
In fact, discussing ideas itself indicates the greatness of the minds. In this context, Roosevelt says,
“Great minds discuss ideas, average minds discuss events and small minds discuss people”. In order to cull
out the greatness of the students’ mind, it becomes imperative to discuss ideas, value those ideas
and share with others. Thus, the students coming up with any kind of new and innovative ideas
should be encouraged and be discussed regularly on a platform.
For this purpose, as a part of the MHRD’s flagship scheme of promoting Innovations in the Higher
Education Institutes in Country, IGNOU has set up Institutions Innovation Council (IIC) at the
National Centre for Innovation in Distance Education (NCIDE). IIC at IGNOU aims at promoting
idea generation, grassroots innovation, develop prototype, solve problems in the local context with
a view to generating intellectual property. One of the objectives of IIC at IGNOU is also to
recognize the power of idea and transform the ideas in to workable solutions. Keeping it in view,
the IIC and IGNOU is organizing an ‘Idea Competition’ for its students followed by “Festival of
Ideas” to showcase and recognise the ideas of IGNOU students. IGNOU students can submit their
original and creative ideas that can solve any daily life problem in any of the fields including Food,
Agriculture and Rural Development; Clean Energy and Alternate Fuel; Clean Water and Water
Management; Swacchhata Initiatives and Waste Management; Health Care and Hygiene; Education
and Open University System and Smart Transportation and Traffic Management. The ideas in
these areas could be inter-disciplinary also. The ideas will be evaluated on the criteria of their
novelty, complexity, clarity and details, feasibility, practicability, sustainability, scale of impact,
cost effectiveness and future prospects, etc.
The selected students will be invited to participate and present their ideas in the Festival of Ideas
on February 28, 2019 at IGNOU, Maidan Garhi, New Delhi. Further, they will be mentored and
nurtured for developing business plan to work on their ideas. This will be an unique opportunity
for IGNOU students to showcase their ideas and vision.
The interested students of IGNOU can think of some problems or challenges faced by an
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individual or society in any of the given theme areas and can come out with an innovative idea as
a solution to that problem. The idea along with the problem statement and detailed description
and road map to implement that idea may be submitte to the university. in the prescribed.
Proforma to the Director, NCIDE at IGNOU through email at ncide@ignou.ac.in or by post. The
Proforma can be downloaded from IGNOU website (www.ignou.ac.in). The selected students
from different regions will be invited to present their work in the Festival of Ideas and the
selected best three entries will be awarded prizes and certificates. The last date for receiving the
ideas from the students is January 20, 2019.

Dr. Oum Prakash Sharma
Director, NCIDE
Email: opsharma@ignou.ac.in

NCIDE
The National Centre for Innovation in Distance Education (NCIDE) was established in
December 2005. It is a facility for promoting, supporting, re-engineering and disseminating
innovations in Open and Distance Learning (ODL) system. The NCIDE is a ground for
nurturing bright and inquisitive minds whose ideas and explorations are expected to
revolutionize the ODL system to suit the needs of Gennext. The Centre's goal is to develop a
culture of continued search for new and innovative solutions to offer seamless education for
all, achieve cost efficiency in its operations and provide borderless access to quality
education and training.
We look forward to receiving your suggestions for this e-newsletter. We also welcome your
contributions for the future issues. Please send us your emails at:
sujata.santosh@ignou.ac.in or ncide@ignou.ac.in

For more information please contact:
National Centre for Innovation in Distance Education
Block G, Zakir Hussain Bhawan,
New Academic Complex,
Indira Gandhi National Open University,
Maidan Garhi, New Delhi-110068
Phone: 011-29536413
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